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sincerity any relationship.., not just according to the letter, but according to
through

the spirit. And 0then4.- he went e#he Scripture just to prove what the
ordere'$d

word..rneant. And I heard that President Montgomery had ./. the two volumes

of the etei Internation.a1 Commentaries ... he was tremendously impressed

by it.. But personally' I am skeptical of it. I went through some cases and

I looked through them, but I do. not, think that it really has

allithat in, it, but it -does havG the ideas of good, but it is more than good, it

is doing a kithness to someone -else, and it is showing a personal relationship

of kindness which, comes from the heart, not just from the lips, not just in words,

but in. actions, or in motion... It is Iovingkindness, benevolence, (2.75)
idea

it is hard to get threaHeIt"ñng-of the word in English. It is a very definite
chsth)

Hebrew idea. Now, i-ei- it is usually translated mercy in the King James

version. I do not think that is a good translation. Because it may In ve been

so at the time of King. James. English words have changed since. But of 'course

today it mostly means simply' not to hurt somebody when you have chance to

hurt. It is considered to show mercy toward that person. That means to show

real goodness to someone.., shows goodness... t-ehe''wp*ti-- it shows a real

goodness... positively... great. (cheseth, great lovingkindness, perhaps.

I do not know. With this _(ch'eseth), (oulam) that goes on

and on and on... I will emkah What is the form of hemk.ah)?
singular

I like to say that the first ... it is the first common pit±iI perfect, becanse the

ending (tti) indicates .,,Perfect-; and then leave the stem. that gies

because ... this is first common singular perfect, ttias shown by

This is. first common singular perfect plel, as shown by the (1.25)
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